Transferring assignments from one peaklist to another in NMRViewJ
If you have a peaklist with assignments and need to populate another peaklist (of the same spectrum or a
very related one), you can use peak-peak matching to transfer assignments.
In my case, Nicole assigned the RbmA FnIII-2 domain and wrote out a peaklist for the 15N/1H HSQC called
“RbmAFnIII-2peaklist”, but it wasn’t loading properly onto my HSQC, no matter how I tried processing the
data. I picked a new peaklist based off my spectrum CP161b.nv, then transferred the assignments from
Nicole’s peaklist to mine. I could open her peak list in the Peak Inspector window and see that she had all
the proper assignments, they just wouldn’t load onto my spectrum.
To use Peak Peak Matching, open both peak lists in the NMRViewJ session. Go to Peak --> Analyze -->
Peak Peak Matching.
In the pop-up window, select the two peaklists from the dropdown
menu (it doesn’t matter which peaklist you put in which box).
Select the dimension labels (H1, N15) and set the tolerances for
each dimension; these values allow wiggle room when matching
peaks up in the two dimensions. I typically use 0.05 ppm for
1
H and 0.3 ppm for 15N.
Check the Optimize box, then click the Calc button.
Click the Link button, then the Transfer button.
At this point, the assignments from one peak list should be transferred over to the other. The screenshot
below shows the peak number from the first list (CP161b), the peak number for the corresponding peak in
the second list (RbmAFnIII-2peaklist) and the assignments.

If you want, you can verify that your
new list has the assignments by
looking at the Peak Table for the
peaklist or by selecting the peaklist
in the Peak Inspector and arrowing
through the peak numbers to see
the assignments written below.
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